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“This is a new challenge, I'm not afraid of it, I welcome it.
This is more than for just a gold medal, this is for my life,
for our life.” – Amy VanDyken-Rouen
 
It's been a little over a year since Olympic swimming champion Amy Van Dyken-Rouen’s life threatening
ATV accident.
 
The doctors said if she lived, she would be paralyzed for life.
Amy vowed to walk out of the hospital in August.
 
There are lessons to be learned from facing adversity.
 
1. “It's a setback; that's all it is. And then we're gonna rock and roll.”
 
We all deal with setbacks - getting out-touched by .01, undergoing shoulder surgery, dealing with years of
never dropping time.
 
There is a lot to we can learn from someone who approached the recovery of her life with the same fierce,
competitive, athletic mentality we saw as an Olympian.

http://us2.campaign-archive2.com/?u=ad7a077a7bc9ee71e36912bc0&id=2c0fa213d1&e=%5BUNIQID%5D


 
“Everyone has obstacles. It’s how we take those obstacles and do something positive.”
 
There are always obstacles. There are always setbacks. These are nothing more than a challenge that
makes us better.
 
2. “I’m here, so I better make it awesome.”
 
Amy didn’t choose her situation. She had no chance to prepare. Yet, Amy attacks this “set back” head on
with relentless POSITIVITY, courage, and high spirits that are contagious.
 
“There’s no time for the what-if’s. I don’t have it in my make-up to sit and dwell on it. I’m a happy person,
and I want to be happy.”
 
Amy accepted this new life but also believed she had control to change it. This was a challenge just like in
the pool, and she was going to have fun pushing herself to the limits to overcome it.
 
Instead of looking at all that we aren’t achieving - all our pain, all our failures - we need to focus on the joy
of the swimming. Find triumphs in the little things. It’s easy to get caught up in the sport, but never lose
sight of what first brought you there. Stay optimistic and grateful for your opportunity to swim, the
experiences it’s brought you, and the lessons learned.
 
3. “Everything is in perspective”
 
There is always worse.
Amy took something that was disastrous and turned it into a situation of strength. It’s the adversity she’s
faced that has made the experience so incredible and worthwhile.
 
For many of us, swimming is all we know - we grew up living and breathing the sport. Battling setbacks
are emotionally exhausting, especially when we face the constant reminders everyday.
 
Amy went from being a gold medalist with a sport-centered life to waking up in a hospital told she may
die…no one is taught how to prepare for that. However, her ebullient, resilient, and determined outlook is
only reaffirmed through these challenges.
 
I hope Amy can give us perspective.  We can all find a way to come out of a setback stronger with a new
perspective, gratitude, and enthusiasm for life. Nothing is more than a challenge - welcome it. 

What do you want to know? Questions you want answered?  We want to hear it! 



This Monday's

Move: 
Single Arm

Elevated Push-up

Push it! 

A Single Arm Elevated Push-Up

is a simple body weight exercise

perfect for anyone looking

to develop upper body strength,

specifically the chest and back. If

you're looking to progress to

more advanced push-up

exercises - this is the first step! 

Two keys:

1. Activate the lats

2. Keep your body in a straight

line

Follow along here
1. Find an elevated surface or
chair 
2. Squeeze your lats while
bringing your shoulders down
and back
3. Lower your body to the bench
nice and slow
4. Return up
 

Menu: 
Water

Hydration for Swimmers

"I don't sweat when I swim" 

This is phrase we often here from
swimmers - both young and old.
Hydration can be overlooked,
especially in a sport that you are
surrounded by water...why need
to drink any? 

Combine the heat, high intensity
workouts, and sweat loss...many
swimmers are setting themselves
up for dehydration. 

In efforts to reduce the risk of
thermal injury and impairment of
performance during exercise,
“fluid replacement should attempt
to equal fluid loss” being that the
“requirement for fluid
replacement becomes greater
with increased sweating during
environment thermal stress”
(ACSM, 2006).
 
So what does this mean…
Well for those who don’t catch
every exact ounce of individual
sweat droplet and measure how
much water they should
consume, how do you know how
much water to drink? 

It isn't practical for many of us to
calculate our fluid lose but urine
color is just as close - the clearer

Motivation:
Positivity 

Overcoming Injuries 
 

This short clip shows how a
year later VanDyken-Rouen

continues to turn a near-death
situation that left her paralyzed

into the greatest and most
challenging experience of her

life

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pj2apD-mUGM
http://www.today.com/video/amy-van-dyken-rouen-still-upbeat-1-year-after-accident-457857603580


it is, the more hydrated the
swimmer. As an athlete, it is
critical you are always hydrated. 

Water is all around us...and not
just while we are in the pool. 
60% of our body, 70% of our
brain, 60% of this earth…and
should be 100% by your side. 

The first sign of dehydration is
feeling thirsty. Always have a
water bottle on hand and prevent
this from happening by setting
consumption goals (such as
refilling your water bottle every
hour)! Climate, activity level, sex,
age, and health are just some of
the many factors that impact our
individual water needs. On
average, men and women need
about 3L and 2L a day,
respectively. This should be
consumed throughout the day
(not just at practice) in order to
prevent dehydration and achieve
peak performance! 

The 5 Things to Know Going into This Week  
 

1. 5 Things to Do When Recovering From a Swimmer's Shoulder Injury 
Knowing how to deal with swimmer's shoulder is essential for any coach or swimmer. Here are 5 things to do when recovering
from a shoulder injury
2. Arm Strength and Height Predicts Youth Swimming Performance
Are we able to predict a swimmer's future performance potential simply based on variables? Cochrane breaks down the latest
study and the implications as a swimmer and coach 

http://swimming.about.com/od/injuryandrecovery/tp/5-Things-to-Do-When-Recovering-From-a-Swimmers-Shoulder-Injury.htm
http://www.swimmingscience.net/2015/07/arm-strength-and-height-predicts-youth-swimming-performance.html


3. Dr. Detective: The Mental Side of Overcoming a Swimming Injury 
From the recovery process to the long term effects, unfortunately injuries often take control of our lives - however, it doesn't
have to be this way and this article will show you how
4. SSP 025: Swimming Education and Molding a Club with Ian Goss
This podcast with Ian Goss, a 26-year professional coach and USA Swimming National & Junior National Team coach,
educates us on cultivating a swim club, education in the sport and team building 
5. 13 Situations that Annoy or Upset Swim Coaches
Take a look at the pool from the other side of the deck - Augustin shares a different perspective as a swim coach
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